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We study modulation properties of two-element phased-array semiconductor lasers that can be described by
coupled mode theory. We consider four different waveguide structures and modulate the array either in phase
or out of phase within the phase-locked regions, guided by stability diagrams obtained from direct numerical
simulations. Specifically, we find that out-of-phase modulation allows for bandwidth enhancement if the waveguide structure is properly chosen; for example, for a combination of index antiguiding and gain-guiding, the
achievable modulation bandwidth in the case of out-of-phase modulation could be much higher than the one
when they are modulated in phase. Proper array design of the coupling, controllable in terms of the laser
separation and the frequency offset between the two lasers, is shown to be beneficial to slightly improve the
bandwidth but not the resonance frequency, while the inclusion of the frequency offset leads to the appearance
of double peak response curves. For comparison, we explore the case of modulating only one element of the
phased array and find that double peak response curves are found. To improve the resonance frequency and the
modulation bandwidth, we introduce simultaneous external injection into the phased array and modulate
the phased array or its master light within the injection locking region. We observe a significant improvement
of the modulation properties, and in some cases, by modulating the amplitude of the master light before injection,
the resulting 3 dB bandwidths could be enhanced up to 160 GHz. Such a record bandwidth for phased-array
modulation could pave the way for various applications, notably optical communications that require high-speed
integrated photonic devices.
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must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The properties of different directly modulated semiconductor
laser structures are of considerable interest both in terms of
their fundamental limits and for their potential use in a
wide range of applications [1–10]. Conventionally modulation
bandwidths are related to the frequency of relaxation oscillation
of semiconductor lasers (typically several gigahertz) determined
by the slow carrier–photon interaction. One approach to overcoming this has involved the use of optical injection locking,
and this has been shown to lead to significantly increased
modulation bandwidth [11,12]. This technique has been applied to conventional semiconductor lasers [13–17], semiconductor ring lasers [18], vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) [19,20], quantum dot/dash lasers [21], and quantum cascade lasers [22]. An alternative to injection locking
involves the use of coupled laser systems, and these also have
proved effective for enhancing modulation limits via the
2327-9125/18/090908-10 Journal © 2018 Chinese Laser Press

relatively fast photon–photon resonance effect [23–27]. In this
paper we investigate coupled laser systems and focus on the
modulation properties of a phased array consisting of two semiconductor lasers that are coupled via evanescent fields.
Studies of phased-array semiconductor lasers based on a
range of structures have focused on various aspects, including
high-power output [28,29], stability [30–33], gain tuning and
parity-time symmetry breaking [34], turbulent chimeras [35],
phase-locked state asymmetry related to gain and loss in two
lasers [36], richness of dynamics [37–42], and a periodicity
behavior with laser separation [43]. It is known that these devices are intrinsically unstable under certain conditions and can
even develop complicated chaotic oscillations [44]. To enhance
stability, the injection locking technique has also been applied
to phased arrays, where only one or all elements are subject to
external injection [45–47]. Interesting locking mechanisms and
the influence of waveguiding parameters on locking regions
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have been revealed [48,49]. In addition to the continuous
wave (CW) operation, several groups have published notable
results on the direct modulation of phased arrays. Fryslie et al.
have reported numerically and experimentally the modulation
of coherently coupled two-element photonic crystal VCSEL
arrays, with modulation bandwidths greater than 30 GHz
and up to 37 GHz [25]. Xiao et al. have experimentally demonstrated modulation bandwidth enhancement using coupled
twin-square microcavity lasers, which showed good agreement
with a rate equation analysis [26]. Wilson et al. have carried out
a small signal analysis of the modulation response of phasedarray semiconductor lasers at K-band frequencies and identified
some design issues [27]. While much of this attention has focused upon the modulation properties of specific examples,
here we focus on two specific aspects aiming at providing a
better understanding of modulation of phased-array semiconductor lasers.
First, we examine the effects of basic design parameters in
terms of waveguide structures, the laser separation, and the frequency offset between the lasers on the modulation response of
solitary two-element laser arrays. In particular, we consider four
different waveguide structures that have been introduced in our
prior work [43] and modulate the phased array in phase or
out of phase by following the modulation schemes proposed
in Ref. [27]. We identify interesting differences in the modulation response under in-phase and out-of-phase modulation in
the four cases of waveguide structures considered, and the important role played by the laser separation and frequency offset.
We also compare these modulation schemes to the case of
modulating only one element of the phased array. Second,
we follow the approach widely employed to enhance the modulation bandwidth of single emitters [14,15] by examining the
effect of introducing optical injection locking. Specifically, we
consider both in-phase and out-of-phase modulation as well as
master amplitude modulation of optically injected two-element
phased arrays. Previous work [25] considered the case of
strongly optically coupled VCSELs in an array in which they
are modulated as monolithic mutual injection-locked lasers;
modeling of this was based on well-established injectionlocking laser rate equations. In contrast we deal with a phased
array operating in a weak coupling regime, and we model this
using coupled mode rate equations, thereby accounting for
evanescent coupling between electric fields, in conjunction with
complex coupling coefficients. We also note previous work reported in Ref. [27] and our work differs from this in four important aspects: (i) the inclusion of the frequency offset between
the two lasers that inevitably occurs in practice; (ii) the calculation of real and imaginary parts of the complex coupling coefficient from the specific gain and index differences in the four
waveguide structures considered; (iii) the simulation using the
full rate equations that allows us to extract stability diagrams
before modulation is applied to the phased array; and (iv) the
inclusion of additional schemes for further improving the modulation bandwidth. By taking this approach we provide a more
comprehensive study on the modulation properties of phasedarray semiconductor lasers utilizing coupled mode rate equations.
The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce the model including the equations
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for the solitary and optically injected two-element semiconductor laser phased array, the waveguide structures, and device
parameters considered in the current study. Section 3 is devoted
to the results for the modulation response of the phased array
operating in the cases with and without optical injection.
Finally, our basic conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL
We focus on the simplest case of the two-element phased laser
array operating in a weak coupling regime, whose schematic is
shown in Fig. 1. Following our prior work [43], we restrict our
attention to a semiconductor laser array, which consists of two
identical laser waveguides, A and B; individually each is of
width 2a and symmetric about their centers. A and B are separated edge-to-edge by distance 2d and mutually coupled
through the evanescent tails of their fields. The dynamics of
such a configuration can be modeled based on rate equations
using coupled mode theory [31–33]. Because of its simplicity
and the physical insight that it offers, we will use this coupled
mode model to study the modulation properties of a twoelement phased array in some detail. Additionally, we shall investigate the effect of simultaneous optical injection on the
modulation response of such a phased-array system, where both
lasers within the array are subject to identical external injection.
The rate equations of a phased array under external injection
are of the following form [49]:
dẼ A
c
Γ
a Ñ − Ñ Ath 1 − iαH Ẽ A  iω − Ω̃A Ẽ A
dt˜
2ng diff A
 iηẼ B  kinj Ẽ inj e −iωinj −ωt ,

(1)

dẼ B
c
Γ
a Ñ − Ñ Bth 1 − iαH Ẽ B  iω − Ω̃B Ẽ B
dt˜
2ng diff B
 iηẼ A  kinj Ẽ inj e −iωinj −ωt ,
dÑ A,B
 P A,B − Ñ A,B γ N
dt˜
c
− g th  adiff Ñ A,B − Ñ A,Bth jẼ A,B j2 :
n

(2)

(3)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a phased array consisting of two laser waveguides, A and B, with each of width 2a and an edge-to-edge separation
of 2d . (b) More details about the distribution of refractive indices n1,2 ,
where g represents gain per unit length and α the background attenuation coefficient per unit length due to effects such as scattering and
intervalence band absorption [43].
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This model can be seen as an extension of the coupled laser
model used in our prior work [43], where the subscript A/B
stands for laser A/B, Ẽ A,B are the electric fields, and Ñ A,B
are the carrier concentrations (with the subscript ‘th’ indicating
the threshold values). The third terms on the right side of the
first two equations stand for the lateral-coupling effect between
the two identical lasers of the phased array, with η the complex
coupling rate. This rate is expressed in terms of amplitude and
phase parameters C η , C θ (found from numerical integration)


d
d
jηj  C η exp −2W r
,
argη  C θ − 2W i ,
(4)
a
a
where W r , W i are the real and imaginary parts of the transverse
propagation constant in the regions outside the cores of waveguides A and B. The last terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) represent the
external injection from a master laser, where ωinj is the injected
angular frequency and ω the free-running angular frequency of
the total electric field of the phased array in the absence of
injection, Ẽ inj the injected field, and kinj a coupling rate for
the injected signal. On the contrary, for a solitary phased array,
the last terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) should not be taken into account. Other parameters are the optical confinement factor Γ,
the speed of light c, the group index ng , the differential gain
adiff , the linewidth enhancement factor αH , the cavity resonance frequencies Ω̃A,B , the pump rate P A,B , the carrier decay
rate γ N , the refractive index n, and the threshold gains g th ,
which are assumed equal and given by the relation
Γg th  ng ∕cτp , where τp is the photon lifetime. It follows
from this that Ñ Ath  Ñ Bth ≡ Ñ th .
For convenience, we carried out a normalization process that
adopts the normalizations and definitions of variables
E A,B

Ẽ
 A,B ;
jẼ o j

N A,B

Ñ
 A,B − 1;
Ñ th

β

c
Γa Ñ ;
2ng γ N diff th

V 

κ

η
;
γN

;

G th 

K 

jẼ o j c
g ;
nÑ th γ N th
2

k inj Ẽ inj
jẼ 0 jγ N
ζ

t  γ N t;˜

ω
;
γN

Δ

ΩA,B 

Ω̃A,B
;
γN

ωinj − ω
;
γN

jẼ o j2 c
a ;
nγ N diff

μA,B 

P A,B
− 1,
γ N Ñ th
(5)

where jẼ 0 j is the amplitude of the electric field for a freerunning laser.
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eqs. (1)–(3), we obtain the following set of normalized equations to describe the dynamics and
modulation properties of solitary and optically injected phasedarray semiconductor lasers:
dE A
 βN A 1 − iαH E A  iV − ΩA E A  iκE B  K e −iΔt ,
dt
(6)
dE B
 βN B 1 − iαH E B  iV − ΩB E B  iκE A  K e −iΔt ,
dt
(7)

dN A,B
 μA,B − N A,B − G th  ζN A,B jE A,B j2 :
(8)
dt
Equations (6) and (7) contain explicit time dependence
(nonautonomous). To get rid of it, we introduce new variables
E I  E A e iΔt and E I I  E B e iΔt . Further, we rewrite these
equations in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the complex electric fields, i.e., E I  E x  iE y and E I I  E m  iE n .
The resulting rate equations are written as
dE x
 βN A E x  αH E y  − V − ΩA E y − E n κ R  E m κ I 
dt
(9)
 K − ΔE y ,
dE y
 βN A E y − αH E x   V − ΩA E x  E m κ R − E n κ I 
dt
 ΔE x ,
(10)
dE m
 βN B E m  αH E n  − V − ΩB E n − E y κ R  E x κ I 
dt
 K − ΔE n ,
(11)
dE n
 βN B E n − αH E m   V − ΩB E m  E x κ R − E y κ I 
dt
(12)
 ΔE m ,
dN A
 μA − N A − G th  ζN A E 2x  E 2y ,
dt

(13)

dN B
 μB − N B − G th  ζN B E 2m  E 2n ,
dt

(14)

where the normalized complex coupling coefficient is written in
terms of its real and imaginary parts κ  κR  κ I .
In our numerical simulations, a fourth-order Runge–Kutta
algorithm has been used to solve Eqs. (9)–(14). The following
set of parameter values is considered: αH  2, a  4 μm,
adiff  2.5 × 10−16 cm2 , N o  1 × 1018 cm−3 , γ N  1.0 ns−1 ,
τp  1.53 ps, and n  3.4. These values are fixed throughout
the current study as they are assumed to be representative of
those for two-element mutually coupled phased-laser arrays.
All these parameter values are the same as those given in
Refs. [42,43,48,49], except for the differential gain adiff . Here
a smaller differential gain is chosen such that a smaller value
of the relaxation oscillation frequency is obtained; this will
be used to compare with the resonance frequency in the case
of out-of-phase modulation. We restrict attention to the case of
homogeneous pumping in each laser, so that μ ≡ μA  μB . For
consistency we study the influence of waveguiding structures
based on the cases analyzed in Ref. [43], summarized below
in Table 1, where Δnr and Δni are the real and imaginary parts
of the index difference between the core and cladding regions of
the waveguides. The first is purely real index guiding, the second positive index guiding with gain-guiding, the third pure
gain-guiding (no built-in index guiding), and the last index
antiguiding with gain-guiding. In all these cases the analysis
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Table 1.
Δnr
0.00097
0.0005
0
−0.0005
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Values of Key Parameters for Modeling, Using Material Parameter Values Given in Refs. [43,48]
g th cm−1 

Δni

Wr

Wi

Γ

C η ns−1 

C θ (rad)

87.7
90.6
99.3
108

0
0.000937
0.00103
0.00112

1.26
1.09
0.795
0.604

0
0.896
1.22
1.61

0.844
0.817
0.745
0.685

83.6
90.2
91.9
96.3

0
0.233
0.294
0.183

of the wave guiding properties assumes that both the individual
guides and overall array are symmetric and hence that the
two lasers are nominally identical. Nevertheless, we do allow
for a static difference in lasing frequency ΔΩ∕2π 
ΩB − ΩA ∕2π between them that might occur in practice
either unintentionally as a result of small fabrication variations
or by design. We refer to this as the “offset frequency”, or
simply as the “offset” [42].
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we will focus on the presentation of numerical
results and discussion based on the model in Section 2. To perform a small signal modulation, we have to obtain the location
of the continuous wave states (stationary operation regimes) in
the parameter space. In the case of the solitary phased array, the
parameter space is composed of the laser separation ratio d ∕a,
which controls the coupling strength, and the frequency offset
γ N ΔΩ∕2π. In the optical injection case, we present their location in terms of the injection ratio K against the frequency
detuning Δf  γ N Δ∕2π. To this end, one could carry out
a detailed bifurcation analysis to obtain high-resolution
bifurcation diagrams accounting for all the dynamical regimes,
such as stationary, period one, period two, higher periodic, quasiperiodic, and even chaotic states, as we did in our previous
publications [42,50]. However, here we are interested to know
only the location of the stationary operational regimes (regardless of in-phase or out-of-phase equilibrium points that have
been clarified in Ref. [43]), and hence we turn to the simple
stability diagram distinguishing only stability and instability.

used) and more separate islands corresponding to stability appear, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). This is in good agreement
with the periodicity behavior with laser separation revealed by
using linear stability analysis and a continuation technique. The
results for P  2P th are shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(h). It can be
clearly seen that the pump has no significant influence on
the stability regions in terms of their size, location, or number.
In the following we numerically investigate modulation response of the solitary two-element phased array by sinusoidally
modulating the pump current in Eqs. (13) and (14) as



t
,
(15)
μt  μA,B 1  mLA,B sin 2πf m
γN
where μA,B is the bias current without modulation, m is the
modulation index, f m is the modulation frequency, and
LA,B  1 allows the array elements to be modulated in phase
or out of phase with respect to each other. In a stable region as
indicated in Fig. 2, periodic modulation of the pump current of
the array (the input signal) can entrain a limit cycle in the output signal at the same frequency, but the amplitude is frequency
dependent. In this way, we can define the modulation response
as M  S max − S min ∕mμA,B , where S max and S min stand for

A. Modulation Properties of a Solitary Two-Element
Phased Array

Figure 2 presents the stability maps in the (d ∕a, γ N ΔΩ∕2π)
plane for two different but fixed pump rates, i.e., P 
1.1P th and P  2P th , in the four waveguide structures outlined
in the preceding section. For illustrative purposes, the steadystate regions are shown in blue, while the unstable regions are
represented in yellow. Note that in-phase and out-of-phase solutions are not distinguished here since this is not important for
the current study. At first, let us consider P  1.1P th. For the
purely real index guide, Fig. 2(a) shows that the phased array is
unstable over an extremely large portion of the parameter space
and the limited stable region is not useful for bandwidth enhancement, as will be shown below. This is consistent with the
claim for κI  0 in Ref. [27]. The stability map for the positive
index guiding with gain-guiding is shown in Fig. 2(b), which
clearly indicates the appearance of a second stable island of
interest for smaller values of d ∕a. In the cases of pure gainguiding and index antiguiding with gain-guiding, the stable
regions greatly expand (a wider range on the vertical axis is

Fig. 2. Stability diagrams of the solitary phased array in the (d ∕a,
γ N ΔΩ∕2π) plane for (a)–(d) P  1.1P th and (e)–(h) P  2P th . (a),
(e) Purely real index, (b), (f) positive index guiding with gain-guiding,
(c), (g) pure gain-guiding, and (d), (h) index antiguiding with gainguiding. Blue (yellow) stands for stability (instability).
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the maximum and minimum of the intensity of the laser
output, respectively. In all the numerical simulations, the
modulation index is set to be m  0.02 in accordance with
small signal modulation; the modulation response is normalized by the value at the lowest modulation frequency
(0.1 GHz). It should be noted that for simultaneous modulation jLA,B j  1, the calculated modulation responses for
lasers A and B are nearly identical, and so only the results
for laser A are shown; no frequency offset is included, unless
otherwise noted.
Let us first consider the modulation response for
P  1.1P th ; the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3.
The relaxation oscillation frequency f R is given by [43]
γ
2πf R 2  μ N C Q  1 − γ 2D ,
(16)
τp
where γ D is the damping rate given by
γ
γ D  − N 1  μC Q  1,
2
and C Q is defined as
a
C Q  N o diff :
g th

(17)

(18)

At the pump rate of P  1.1P th (μ  0.1), the relaxation
oscillation frequency f R is ∼2.3 GHz. For free-running operation of the laser, the strongest modulation response should be
located at this carrier–photon resonance frequency, which is
also the case for our solitary phased array under in-phase modulation. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the response to in-phase
modulation is identical to that of a single solitary laser (not
shown), regardless of the waveguide structure. This is expected
since the analytical approximation of in-phase modulation
response given in Ref. [27] does not include any dependence
on κ R , which is proportional to the rate of exchange of photons
(beating) between the lasers and thus is expected to give a
high-frequency response. On the contrary, the response to
out-of-phase modulation is very dependent on the waveguide

Fig. 3. Modulation frequency response of the solitary phased array
at P  1.1P th . (a) Purely real index with d ∕a  2.4, (b) positive index
guiding with gain-guiding with d ∕a  1.35, (c) pure gain-guiding
with d ∕a  1.25, and (d) index antiguiding with gain-guiding
with d ∕a  1.01. Red (blue) represents in-phase (out-of-phase)
modulation.
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parameters. Using the information on the stability properties
shown in Fig. 2, we have conducted extensive simulations
and Fig. 3 presents the most promising response to out-ofphase modulation where a higher resonance frequency can
be seen for each structure. It is clear that the purely real index
guide [Fig. 3(a)] and the positive index guiding with gainguiding [Fig. 3(b)] cannot offer bandwidth enhancement
through out-of-phase modulation. The reason is that in the stable regions the resulting resonance frequency (due to photon–
photon resonance effect) is much less than f R for these two
waveguide structures. In contrast, for the other two cases as
shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), a much higher resonance frequency is obtained for the out-of-phase modulation, especially
for index antiguiding with gain-guiding [see Fig. 3(d)], where
we obtain f PP  γ N jκ R j∕π  9.03 GHz. This is considerably
greater than f R , and thus a strong response to out-of-phase
modulation close to f PP is expected. In Ref. [27], first-order
corrections to the expression f PP  γ N jκR j∕π are derived,
and these can account for the fact that the peak of the strong
high-frequency response is not located exactly at f PP in Fig. 3.
To confirm our results shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 depicts the
calculated modulation response for the four waveguide structures in the case of P  2P th μ  1. Again, by selecting
the laser separation ratio d ∕a, the best performance for each
structure at this pump rate is shown. According to the equation
above, the relaxation oscillation frequency is estimated to be
f R ≈ 7.4 GHz. As can be seen from Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), inphase and out-of-phase modulations lead to almost identical
response with a resonance peak at f R , meaning no improvement either in the resonance frequency or in the modulation
bandwidth can be obtained when using these design parameters. However, as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), the results for
the other two waveguide structures clearly show that the resonance peak for out-of-phase modulation is shifted to a higher
frequency close to f PP  γ N jκ R j∕π for the same reason given
above, when compared to the case of in-phase modulation.

Fig. 4. Modulation frequency response of the solitary phased array
at P  2P th . (a) Purely real index with d ∕a  1.75, (b) positive index
guiding with gain-guiding with d ∕a  1.3, (c) pure gain-guiding
with d ∕a  1.05, and (d) index antiguiding with gain-guiding
with d ∕a  0.91. Red (blue) represents in-phase (out-of-phase)
modulation.
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These observations agree well with those in Fig. 3. It is worth
noting that a combination of index antiguiding and gainguiding offers higher resonance frequencies in the case of
out-of-phase modulation, but a frequency dip between dc
and resonance might occur for lower pump rates. For instance,
as can be seen from Fig. 3(d), the dc-to-resonance dip in the
case of out-of-phase modulation extends to below the −3 dB
line and thus results in poor 3 dB bandwidth, even though
the photon–photon resonant effect pushes the resonance frequency to a higher value compared to the in-phase modulation.
The occurrence of a preresonance frequency dip limiting the
3 dB bandwidth has also been reported in optical injection systems, where the cause has been elucidated [14]. The suggested
ways to mitigate this dip include increasing the photon density
of the cavity by increased pump current [14,15] as well as taking into account the combination effects of optical injection
and gain lever [16,17]. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4(d) for a
higher pump level, the absence of the dc-to-resonance dip confirms that increasing pump rate is an effective way to suppress
the low-frequency drop-off and improve the 3 dB bandwidth in
the phased array.
As discussed in Ref. [27], the real part κ R of the complex
coupling coefficient determines the frequency of peak response
to out-of-phase modulation, while the imaginary part κ I has a
strong influence on the modulation efficiency (higher resonance peak). Thus, it would be of interest to know the impact
of the complex coupling coefficient in terms of the variation of
the laser separation ratio d ∕a for specific structures. From the
results presented above, it can be anticipated that the structure
combining the index antiguiding with gain-guiding offers better performance for maximizing resonance frequency and
enhancing modulation bandwidth. Hence, we will focus on this
structure, unless otherwise specified. As an example, Fig. 5
illustrates the impact of the laser separation on modulation
response of the phased array for P  1.1P th and P  2P th .
In the case of in-phase modulation, the response is robust
to the variation of d ∕a, as can be expected from the results in
Figs. 3 and 4. In contrast to in-phase modulation, simulations

Fig. 5. Modulation frequency response of the solitary phased array
at (a), (b) P  1.1P th and (c), (d) P  2P th for index antiguiding with
gain-guiding. (a), (b) d ∕a, 0.5–1.01 and (c), (d) d ∕a, 0.5–0.91.
(a), (c) In-phase modulation and (b), (d) out-of-phase modulation.
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point out that the response to out-of-phase modulation is
extremely sensitive to d ∕a. The results imply that a reasonable
value of d ∕a should be chosen to balance the resonance frequency and the modulation efficiency (responsivity) and to
achieve desired modulation properties. When optimized, a resonance peak with enhanced amplitude at a high frequency can
be obtained in the modulation response curves, as shown in
Figs. 5(b) and 5(d). Again, the frequency dip is present for
P  1.1P th [see Fig. 5(b)] but disappears for P  2P th [see
Fig. 5(d)], confirming our previous assessment.
The analysis presented so far has assumed an ideal phased
array with no frequency offset between the two elements.
However, in practical applications fabrication imperfections
may lead to spectral offset among the array elements, which
can degrade the array coherence. Thus, it is of importance
to investigate the impact of the frequency offset on the modulation properties of the phase array. As an example, Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) display the modulation response to in-phase and outof-phase modulation, respectively, for a range of offset frequencies when P  1.1P th and d ∕a  0.97. For comparison, the
results for zero offset are also depicted. In the case of in-phase
modulation, the position of the resonance peak and the peak
amplitude remain unchanged by varying the offset [Fig. 6(a)].
In comparison, the offset has a significant impact on the modulation properties of the phased array when the two elements are
modulated out of phase relative to each other, as shown in
Fig. 6(b). It can be seen that another resonance peak arises
due to the presence of the offset, leading to double peak response curves. As the offset becomes greater, the amplitude
of both resonance peaks is enhanced gradually. However, the
position of the lower resonance peak is not sensitive to the offset while that of the second is only very weakly so. This can be
attributed to the fact that the first resonance peak arises from
the carrier–photon interaction, and the second one stems from
the photon–photon resonant effect; thus, the finite offset
considered here has little or no effect on either of them.
Additionally, the frequency dip between the two resonant peaks

Fig. 6. Modulation frequency response of the solitary phased array
for (a), (b)P  1.1P th and d ∕a  0.97, as well as (c), (d) P  2P th and
d ∕a  0.87 in the case of index antiguiding with gain-guiding. (a),
(b) γ N ΔΩ∕2π, 0 to −9 GHz and (c), (d) γ N ΔΩ∕2π, 0 to −10 GHz.
(a), (c) In-phase modulation and (b), (d) out-of-phase modulation.
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modulation properties. The aim here is to significantly increase
the resonance frequency and hence the corresponding modulation bandwidth [14,15] via external optical injection.

will be reduced with increasing offset, which is beneficial to the
modulation bandwidth enhancement. Similar trends can be
seen for both modulation schemes at higher pump rates. A typical example is shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), where P  2P th
and d ∕a  0.87. However, at a higher pump rate only a small
increase in bandwidth is seen with reference to the −3 dB line,
which arises from the interaction of the responses due to two
characteristic frequencies. Further, we must emphasize that in
the case of phased arrays, the offset should be limited to a small
range guided by a consideration of the stability properties as
indicated in Fig. 2. This is distinct from the case of optical injection systems [11–22], where a very large detuning frequency
is allowed and the resonance frequency is roughly proportional
to the detuning.
Thus far, we considered the case of simultaneous current
modulation jLA,B j  1, either in phase or out of phase. We
now consider the situation where only one element of the
phased array is sinusoidally modulated [23]. We assume that
the current of laser A is modulated, while laser B is pumped
only by a CW current, that is, LA  1 and LB  0. For both
lasers, the modulation response is normalized by the value at
the lowest modulation frequency (0.1 GHz) of laser A.
Figure 7 presents typical examples for single current modulation at two pump rates, i.e., P  1.1P th and P  2P th . Double
peak response curves are seen in the response of both lasers of
the phased array. Moreover, it should be noted that at the two
resonant frequencies, the resonance amplitudes of lasers A and
B are almost the same, despite that only the current of laser A is
sinusoidally modulated. The appearance of two resonant peaks
in the modulation response curve is in good agreement with the
modulation properties observed in mutually coupled integrated
distributed feedback lasers [23] and twin-square microcavity
lasers [26] as well as coherently coupled phased photonic crystal
VCSEL arrays [25], where small-signal modulation is applied to
only one element of the array.
In terms of a broadband source, it should be noted that
achievable modulation bandwidth for these waveguide parameters is not high because these structures are not optimized and
the resulting resonance frequency f PP  γ N jκ R j∕π is far below
20 GHz. A straightforward approach to enhancing this is to
further optimize the device by carefully considering index guiding, gain-guiding, and their combination, an aim for future
work. However, we next consider a different approach by introducing external injection into the phased array to enhance the

We now concentrate on the case of the two elements of the
phased array under simultaneous external injection [49].
Without loss of generality, we consider index antiguiding with
gain-guiding for zero offset, i.e., both lasers in the array are
identical. In fact, the findings in this subsection also hold
for other structures and nonzero offset. Again, before modulating, stability diagrams are used to distinguish the locked (blue)
and unstable (yellow) regions.
In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), we show the stability maps for
P  1.1P th and d ∕a  1.01, as well as for P  2P th and
d ∕a  0.91, respectively. In both cases considered here, the
two lasers of the array can be simultaneously locked in the same
region indicated in blue, and thus only the response for laser A
is shown. In our previous work, we have carried out a comprehensive study on the locking conditions and gained a better
understanding of the mechanisms, the injection-locking characteristics, and the effects of some key parameters on the
locking region for the case of simultaneous or single external
injection [48,49]. The results suggested the locking behavior
in each injection scheme is not restricted by waveguiding structure but revealed a generic locking behavior. Here we emphasize that only the shape of the locking region is wide and
resembles that of a single laser subject to external injection.
Hence, we expect that the phased array under simultaneous
injection should share some other features with an optically injected laser, for example, the modulation properties that will be
studied here in some detail.
We consider the in-phase and out-of-phase current modulation of the phased array under external injection. It has been
demonstrated that increasing the frequency detuning and/or
the injection ratio will lead to the enhancement of the resonance frequency in a single laser subject to external injection
[14,15]. Thus, here we investigate if this holds true for the
array. Figure 9 shows the effect of the frequency detuning
on the modulation response. In particular, Figs. 9(a) and 9(b),
respectively, illustrate the response to in-phase and out-of-phase
modulation for a range of detuning frequencies at a fixed
injection ratio K  200 and pump level P  1.1P th .

Fig. 7. Modulation frequency response of the solitary phased array
for (a) P  1.1P th and d ∕a  1.01, as well as (b) P  2P th and
d ∕a  0.91 in the case of index antiguiding with gain-guiding.
Red (blue) represents laser A B. Here only laser A is modulated.

Fig. 8. Stability diagrams of the optically injected phased array in
the (K , Δf ) plane for (a) P  1.1P th and d ∕a  1.01, as well as for
(b) P  2P th and d ∕a  0.91 in the case of index antiguiding with
gain-guiding. Blue (yellow) stands for stability (instability).
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Fig. 10. Modulation frequency response of the optically injected
phased array for different injection ratios K and a fixed detuning
frequency Δf  0 GHz in the case of index antiguiding with
gain-guiding, where P  2P th and d ∕a  0.91. (a) In-phase modulation and (b) out-of-phase modulation.
Fig. 9. Modulation frequency response of the optically injected
phased array for different detuning frequencies Δf and a fixed injection ratio K  200 in the case of index antiguiding with gain-guiding,
where (a), (b) P  1.1P th and d ∕a  1.01, as well as (c),
(d) P  2P th and d ∕a  0.91. (a), (c) In-phase modulation and
(b), (d) out-of-phase modulation.

Several features can be summarized as follows. First, the general
trends are similar for in-phase and out-of-phase modulation.
In other words, as the detuning increases, both the resonant
frequency and the peak amplitude are enhanced, while a larger
dc-to-resonance dip can be observed, limiting the 3 dB bandwidth. Second, the results show that the position of the resonance frequency is always at a higher frequency when applying
out-of-phase modulation. This can be attributed to the shift
originating from the photon–photon resonant effect when the
phased array is modulated out of phase as was discussed in the
solitary case. Third, these observations agree well with those in
an optically injected laser [11–22]. Therefore, the modulation
properties of the optically injected phased array can be easily
understood. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show a similar response
for a range of detuning frequencies but at a pump level
P  2P th . When a higher pump rate is considered, simulations
show that the undesirable dc-to-resonance dip is reduced, thus
allowing a larger 3 dB bandwidth. The reason for this enhancement mentioned in the preceding section has been extensively
discussed in other optical injection systems [14,15].
We next study the influence of the injection ratio K on the
modulation properties. As an example, Fig. 10 shows the results
for P  2P th and zero detuning: in-phase and out-of-phase
modulation. In both modulation schemes, as the injection ratio
is increased, the position of the resonance frequency is shifted
to a higher frequency range, but the response becomes more
damped. This also coincides with the observations in other optically injected lasers [14,15] and coherently coupled VCSEL
arrays [25].
The above discussions indicate that optical injection can
indeed enhance the resonance frequency and may result in
modulation bandwidth enhancement. To illustrate this point,
Fig. 11(a) shows an example for the response curve under appropriate conditions (P  2P th , d ∕a  0.91, Δf  20 GHz,
and K  160). As can be seen from this figure, the 3 dB bandwidth is about 30 GHz for in-phase modulation, more than

4 times the relaxation oscillation frequency of the equivalent
free-running laser. However, the bandwidth for out-of-phase
modulation is rather low due to the undesirable frequency
dip. To improve this, we consider another higher pump rate,
P  5P th , as increasing photon density by higher pump levels
has been suggested as an effective way to suppress the dip
and increase the bandwidth [14]. To maintain the stability,
the injection ratio is increased to K  250, while other parameters are kept constant. The results are shown in Fig. 11(b),
where the preresonance dip is lifted above the −3 dB line.
Obviously, the resulting bandwidth for in-phase and out-ofphase modulation can be estimated at about 49 GHz and
55 GHz, respectively.
Finally, we also test another approach to improving the resonance frequency and the corresponding bandwidth as previously reported for a single laser subject to external injection. In
this method, we modulate the amplitude of the master light
before reaching the phased array [15], rather than the laser current modulation used above. A typical example of the modulation response is shown in Fig. 12, where the injection ratio is
increased from K  160 to K  400, and other parameters
are identical to those in Fig. 11(a). The results reveal that such
a master amplitude modulation scheme works effectively in the
optically injected phased array and allows a bandwidth above
160 GHz K  400, more than 5 times that obtained in
Fig. 11(a). We would like to point out that these findings

Fig. 11. Modulation frequency response of the optically injected
phased array for (a) P  2P th and (b) P  5P th in the case of index
antiguiding with gain-guiding. (a) K  160 and (b) K  250. Other
parameters are d ∕a  0.91 and Δf  20 GHz. Red (blue) represents
in-phase (out-of-phase) modulation. Horizontal dashed line corresponds to the −3 dB level.
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within the injection locking region, where the 3 dB bandwidth
can reach 160 GHz by means of a master amplitude modulation technique under reasonable injection conditions. The current study allows us to gain a better understanding of the
modulation properties of the phased array with and without
external injection, as well as providing useful guidance in the
preliminary design of integrated photonic sources that could be
engineered for applications requiring either low bandwidth or
high frequency and narrow band.
Funding. Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) (EP/M024237/1).
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Fig. 12. Modulation frequency response of the master-amplitudemodulated optically injected phased array for different injection ratios
K and a fixed detuning frequency Δf  20 GHz in the case of index
antiguiding with gain-guiding. Other parameters are P  2P th and
d ∕a  0.91. Horizontal dashed line corresponds to the −3 dB level.
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